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Experts say the biggest Impediment to staying fit while traveling isn't inactivity but inflexibility.
Here's some advice on how gravity, ingenuity, and creativity can keep you in shape.
The naked truth is that we're consumed with physical immortality - the perfect body. When our
golden glutes sag and our muscles turn gelatinous, we beat a path to the nearest gym to redefine
the trouble zones. Aptly, we forgo la bonne vie for low-fat concoctions and circuit-training
machines. The regime yields some good results. Arnold Schwarzenegger or Karen Voight we're
not, but the waistline no longer looks as if we've eaten too many jelly doughnuts, nor does the
old tiger conk out on the couch before the kids go to bed. Nevertheless, reality strikes home a
meeting in Chicago, a merger in Dallas and bingo: Back to basics and tight pants.
How do fitness experts maintain a lean latissimus dorsi and taut gluteus maximus when work and
travel disrupt their healthy routine?
"Innovation," says Erik Helland, assistant strength and conditioning coach for the Chicago Bulls.
"It's basics, not technology, that keep the brain and body on the right track when harried
schedules interrupt workout practices."
Staying fit on the road proves particularly challenging for athletes, Type-A personalities, and
routine followers. Sleepless nights and hours in a sitting position are grueling for an active
metabolism. Joel Leff, owner and director of Purely Physical Fitness in San Francisco, claims the
biggest impediment to maintaining fitness away from home isn't inactivity but inflexibility.
"Our culture is ultrareliant on high-tech machines, and psychologically, we feel uncomfortable
with anything less," says Leff. "Individuals neglect what the caveman took for granted - gravity,
ingenuity, and creativity. "
Don't forget to pack basic attire - a shirt, shorts, or Lycra for your workout - and don't leave
home without a good pair of athletic shoes. Surprisingly, it's not bulky sweats, spreadsheets, or
manuals that are the bane of business travel; it's shoes that mean trouble for lightweight travel.
Think light on your feet; pack your favorite workout shoes and wear your business ones.
A pocket-size gymnasium may not make much sense to the bigger-is-better school of thought,
but the on-the-road trend works. Toss the ankle weights and other heavy gadgets in favor of

featherweight latex rubber bands, ropes, and surgical tubes. Leff travels with a fitness packet
weighing less than a couple of pounds. "If it doesn't fit in my pocket or on my feet, it stays
home," he says.
Go ahead, roll your eyes. But the weightless wonders exercise every muscle in the body and stow
in practically no space. Here are some examples of what these packable items can do:
Jump ropes: Jumping rope is the gold mine of aerobic endurance. It stimulates the mind as well
as the muscles. It looks easy, but that old double-dutch rhythm can be tricky. Size is everything
here. According to Glen Vecchione, author of The Jump Rope Book, the best way to find a
suitable length of rope is by standing in the middle of it. The handles should almost touch your
armpits; short ropes stress posture and long ropes can trip you. Start slowly if this is your first
crack at jumping. Stand straight, suck in the abdominals, and stay on the balls of your feet;
otherwise, your shins and knees might buckle. Get a clean bill of health from your doctor if
you're not used to strenuous exercise. And whatever you do, jump on a solid surface.
Health Rating: Vigorous.
Caveat: Stop at the first sign of shortness of breath or muscle cramps. Never jump barefoot.
Latex rubber bands: If you've been treated by a physical therapist, chances are you have a couple
of five-inch-wide-by-six-foot-Iong latex bands stashed away. Latex rubber bands vary in
resistance. Strong bands target larger muscle groups, and lighter bands work smaller groups. The
bands work with the weight of your body to create muscle strength and build endurance by using
gravity and resistance. You think I'm kidding? Try rolling out of bed, tie one rubber band around
your ankles, and walk sideways around the room for ten minutes.
Health Rating: Kudos for a complete body workout, absolutely risk free; it strengthens
muscles.
Caveat: Addictive.
Surgical tubing: I have no idea what doctors use surgical tubing for in an operating room, but in
a hotel room, a couple of cords guarantee a full-body workout. Made of latex, the round surgical
cord is thinner and less flexible than bands. The loops at either end attach to table legs or
doorknobs, or loop around doorjambs to work with maximum resistance. To exercise the
quadriceps, hamstrings, and gluteal muscles, stand on the center of the cord, legs slightly spread,
and squat while pulling the cords above your head.
Health Rating: Good workout for back, chest, and legs.

Caveat: Doorknobs have been known to come off; and tubing can snap back at you.
Not everyone is fond of ropes and rubber bands as a supplement for the gym. Manhattan
strategic-advertising planner Stacey Lesser counts on hotels to accommodate her rigid workout
schedule.
"I have two needs on the road: running water and a gym," says Lesser who has noticed a
changing trend in hotel gyms. "It's easier to book a tee-time than reserve a seat on a stationary
bicycle at 6 a.m."
Some hotels offer room-to-room stationary bicycle service with a little advance notice. But with
more people than ever intent on staying in shape, many are venturing into unexplored territory.
On a recent business trip to Mexico City, one of Lesser's clients invited her to jog with a group of
runners in Chapultepec Park. "Normally, I stick to machines and don't jog on the road. The
experience turned out to be physically exhilarating and fun," says Lesser.
John Amberge, director of corporate programs at the Sports Training Institute in New York,
maintains that variety, fashionably called cross-training, is the key component in well-rounded
fitness.
"When you're on the road, utilize the terrain available and let go of rigidity," Amberge advises.
"Walk beaches, trails, parks, hills, or school tracks. Several hotels offer arrangements with fitness
clubs, swimming pools, or state-of-the-art gyms. Do what you can, but don't browbeat yourself if
you skip a few workout sessions. Psychologically, the path of least resistance may cause a
downshift in endorphins, but your body isn't going to fall apart."
Joel Sachs' forty-two-year-old body didn't exactly turn traitorous, but traveling around the
country weightless proved too complicated for the Washington, D.C.-based strategic
development and marketing consultant. Sachs logged 75,000 miles in business travel last year.
"I tried it all - swanky hotel gyms, porpoise-size pools, and calisthenics. My biweekly route
between San Diego and Boston created a packing conundrum - goggles, fins, track shoes, sweats,
mittens, sunglasses, and a laptop .... I gave it up. At home, I rise at 5 a.m. and row, and that's
what I do in any city boasting water. No crowds, noise, or junk - I row with the flow. It's
extremely productive."
Biathlete Tracy Lamb, athletic director at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Lake Placid, New
York, and a 1994 coach of multiple gold-medalist Myriam Bedard, agrees with Sachs. "Play with
the elements in your environment. Americans take fitness very seriously, but they lack a sense of

play," says Lamb; he trained with an olympic coach who cross-trained the winning team by
hiking through the woods and collecting rocks.
"Lighten up, particularly under stressful circumstances. Space and place are free; use them,"
encourages Lamb.
If jogging is your path to a healthy heart and slim body, you'll probably fare well on the road.
Except for an occasional hurricane or earthquake, nothing impedes a runner with a mission:
lowering blood pressure, strengthening the heart, and maintaining an efficient body and mind.
Pounding the pavement requires minimal planning and good running shoes. Use the hotel's
concierge for maps and routes. If safety is a concern, and it is in many cities, inquire about the
herd factor, (where the troops trot together), or in a pinch, run the hotel stairwell.
For a change of pace, walk. Once pooh-poohed as the activity of the decrepit, walking regained a
good reputation in the Eighties. According to the latest statistics from the National Sporting
Goods Association, more than seventy million people walk for exercise. Lace up to trim fat,
increase cardiovascular fitness, muscle endurance, and mental health.
No matter what your routine on the road, time has a way of swallowing up the best of intentions.
Judith Gable, fitness instructor at Gold's Gym in Santa Clara, California, packs her clients off
with a routine and a word of advice.
"It's not the amount of time spent jumping rope or climbing stairs that counts, it's the random act
of physical kindness that nurtures the body. Something is better than nothing. Grab a towel for
stretching. Get down on your knees and do pushups, run in place, practice lunges, or lie on your
back and crunch the abs together like an accordion. Calisthenics 101 - you can't get any more
basic than that."
Yes, you're the body's keeper.
Whether you pack a suitcase full of innovation, hightail it to a fitness center, or rest your case
with basics, the staying in shape on the road has never been easier. "The body is the most
incredible machine we have," says international fitness leader and registered nurse Leora Myers.
"Traveling not only forces a change in workout routine, it allows the body to find it's own
vocabulary, something machines inhibit."
Stephanie Levin-Gervasi travels extensively, but at home she swims, walks the hills of San
Francisco, and has been known to use a latex band or two.

